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200_essays_Authentic vs. Fake

AbstrAct

Despite all efforts to eradicate counterfeit goods, we receive thousands of e-mails every day advertis-
ing anything from luxury label replicas to phony life-saving medicines. Every city has a crowded 
black market. And “Fake” is not merely limited to B-grade products: how many times have you seen 
a beautiful woman and wondered which parts were authentic? “Fake” has become one of the defining 
keywords of the current age, according to Mindwhatyouwear founder, Bea Correa.

#fake, #counterfeit, #trade mark, #knock off, #Louis Vuitton, #Galeria Pagé
doi:10.21096/disegno_2016_1-2bc

My name is Bea Correa, I am a Brazilian-born designer living in Amsterdam. I studied 
law at the University of São Paulo (Brazil) and graphic design at the Gerrit Rietveld 
Academy (Holland).

At the Rietveld, while my colleagues were making books, magazines and posters, I was 
more interested in printing my texts on panties and shirts. I founded my label Mind-
whatyouwear in 2001 when I realized that fashion was a very powerful communication 
medium. Fashion walks in the streets, a book does not. In my webshop I sell reflec-
tions on the smaller and larger issues of modern life. There are people who publish their 
thoughts in books. I “publish” my ideas on clothes instead.

The other reason I founded Mindwhatyouwear was because I got tired of label dictator-
ship forcing us to advertise its logos in our frontpage clothes and pay for it.

I felt that my mission was to liberate those poor label slaves. Mindwhatyouwear be-
lieves in the power of design to change the world with dailysmall revolutions. And you 
don’t need a lot to provoke them. One word on a shirt is enough.

Authentic vs. fAke
 

bea correa
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201_essays_Authentic vs. Fake

Fig.1. They all love you shirt, 2010, Mindwhatyouwear

Fig.2. No Bombs bag, 2006, Mindwhatyouwear
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When I started my FAKeWeAR collection, many people asked me what the 
idea behind it was. It was initially a guerrilla action against the fashion vic-
tim rules. I was watching “Sex and the City” and reading “The devil wears 
Prada”. I heard about waiting lists to buy a designer bag and girls being 
judged because they were wearing shoes from last season’s collection. not 
“this season’s” shoes.

My FAKeWeAR collection was also a reflection of the reality I saw: 
technology was making copying much easier and the authentic versus 
fake dilemma was becoming very present in our modern lives. Selling 
counterfeit goods seemed to be illegal, but I could buy them easily on 
the black market. Actually, I didn’t even need to go to the black mar-
ket anymore. I was receiving hundreds of spams advertising knock-offs 
in my mailbox everyday.

It was Christmas time and I went to Brazil to visit my family. I met the 
new silicone breasts of my friend and I got jealous, they were much 
better than my real ones.

Fig.3. Sex and the City 
advertisement

Fig.4. The Devil wears 
Prada book cover

Fig.5. Replica designer bags 
advertisement 
found on the web
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203_essays_Authentic vs. Fake Fig.6.
My girlfriend’s 
new boobs 
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Figure 8. Galeria Pajé, photo by Carol Leslie

Fig.7. Galeria Pagé, photo by 
GuilhermeToussaint

Fig.8. Galeria Pagé, photo by 
Carol Leslie

Fig.9. Galeria Pagé, photo by 
Cristiano Penteado
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I went for a walk in downtown São Paulo looking for local 
design. But mostly what I found was copycat products. 
I ended my trip at Galeria Pagé, a famous counterfeit 
goods shopping center. It was my first time there and I 
was very curious. Apart from the fact that almost every-
thing they were selling there was fake, it seemed to me 
a very normal shopping center. I saw many respectable 
ladies and gentlemen walking in the galleries. I also saw a 
policeman, protecting the crowd from pickpockets.
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In the evening I went for a family dinner and witnessed a 
discussion between my cousin and her son. He criticized 
her for buying a Louis Vuitton bag for one thousand dol-
lars. On another family occasion I noticed that both my 
aunt and her maid were wearing the same Louis Vuitton 
bag. One was authentic and the other was not.

Then I decided I had to have one as well.
I made my first personal FAKeWeAR bag. I bought a 
knock-off Louis Vuitton bag at the Galeria Pagé in which 
I boldly screen-printed the word FAKe to emphasize its 
“fakeness”.

I sold it immediately. All my friends and friends of friends wanted to have 
one. What surprised me was that many of them already had an authentic 
Louis Vuitton bag. Well, not all of them. One confessed to me later that her 
authentic bag actually was fake.

Back in Holland, I put them up for sale on my web-shop. due to my training 
as a lawyer was very aware of the legal implications of selling counterfeit 
products in my site. But according to my artistic way of thinking, I was not 
selling counterfeits anymore since I was authenticating them as FAKe. I had 
changed their status, transfiguring the copy into a new original.

Very soon I started to get e-mails and phone-calls from all over the world. 
People were interested in buying one because they loved the concept.

Fig.10. My aunt’s authentic 
Louis Vuitton bag

Fig.11. FAkEwEAR bag, 
Mindwhatyouwear
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Fig.12. Mail from a potential 
buyer, Mindwhatyouwear archive

Fig.13. Mail from a potential 
buyer, Mindwhatyouwear archive

Because they were going to a party.

Because they were confused. Fig.14. Mail from a potential 
buyer, Mindwhatyouwear archive
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I also had many e-mails from men 
wanting to order a bag for their girl-
friends. And many journalists wanting 
to publish articles about them. I found 
my bags on blogs and discussions eve-
rywhere, and sometimes in languages I 
couldn’t understand.

The bags were making people reflect 
on what and why they were consum-
ing. no longer being ashamed because 
they could not afford the new trend. The 
paradox was that my fake bag was set-
ting a new trend for honesty. Sometimes 
though, the fake bag was censored. Like 
on a TV magazine programme in Belgium. 
At first they wanted to show the bag. 
But then I got this weird e-mail in which 
they asked me if I had an authorization 
to “copy” bags.

Fig.15. Press, Mindwhatyouwear archive

Fig.16. Press, Mindwhatyouwear archive
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Fig.17. Press, Mindwhatyouwear archive

Fig.18. Mail from TV magazine programme, Mindwhatyouwear archive
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210_essays_Authentic vs. FakeFig.19. Boy selling and 
wearing fake Diesel shirt in 
Turkey, Mindwhatyouwear 
archive
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I also received very serious proposals to export my products on a large 
scale. I consulted lawyers who told me it was impossible, because even 
if I was authenticating my bag as fake, every flower printed on it was pro-
tected as a Louis Vuitton trademark. It had toremain an art project. not 
that I was safe. I could receive a letter from the lawyers from LV any day.

It aroused my curiosity in everything regarding patents and trademarks. 
It is not important who creates something but who registers it first. 
And it is about having money to register it, because that is expensive. 
The ‘Cupuaçu case’ is a good example: There is a fruit that grows in the 
rainforest and is traditionally used in South America to make juice, ice 
cream, jam, cake and chocolate. A Japanese company started to produce 
those goods and registered the name CUPUAÇU as a trademark. now 
this Japanese firm is threatening Brazilian companies with lawsuits who 
use the name Cupuaçu in their label.

Another interesting case where the defenders of trademarks are the 
bad guys is the decision of the Brazilian government to break AIdS drug 
patents and produce copycat versions in order to lower its price. In this 
context, copying should be seen less as a crime and more as an attempt 
at sharing welfare.

Three years later, I got the dreaded letter from Louis Vuitton’s Malle-
tier law firm. I was ordered to stop selling the bags immediately or they 
would start a lawsuit against me. They also contacted my internet pro-
vider who threatened to block my site if I did not delete the pages. I was 
able to convince them that my goal was not selling counterfeits and 
making a profit on the goodwill of Louis Vuitton but rather promoting a 
discussion and hoping to bring more undestanding about the issue. Since 
then I have been prohibited from selling the bags. But fortunately I was 
granted the right to exhibit the bags as well as publish the pictures as a 
“piece of art”.

Fig.20. Fair Use: Information Piracy and 
Creative Commons in Contemporary Art and 
Design exhibition, Columbia College, Chicago, 
USA, 2010



212_essays_Authentic vs. Fake Fig.21. Something Fake Exhibition, 
Platform 21, Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
2006
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Fig.22. Fair Use: Information Piracy and Creative 
Commons in Contemporary Art and Design exhibition, 

Columbia College, Chicago, USA,
2010


